


Aged in French Oak barrels

for 14 months. A highly

exclusive varietal wine

with a bold concentration

of colors, aromas and flavors;

for the demanding

person who yearns for a

powerful and complex

wine to lay down

[Pedro Sarrión, oenologist]

WINES FROM
CASTILLA LA MANCHA

BOTTLED BY CLM 538 AB
FOR EURONTUR SL

14 ALCALDE JOAQUIN ORTI STREET
ONTUR (ALBACETE) 02652

SPAIN

CONTIENE SULFITOS
CONTAINS SULPHITES

CONTIENT DES SULFITES



Aio

To the tilled earth spills her

fruits in drops created

with passion. A red liquid

matured under the sun, nestled

among the arms of oaks. In

harmony with quiescence, her

spirit is nourished by aromas,

and flavors. Upon awakening, her

essence is poured, filling each

glass with emotion. In this way,

the elegance of her select

character sings, reaffirming an

extraordinary personality within.

Aio,

soul of earth,

soul of wine.
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TECHNICAL SHEET
Wine Region – Geographical location:

WINES FROM CASTILLA LA MANCHA

Area:

ALBACETE (Castilla la Mancha) ESPAÑA

Type of Wine:

14-MONTH BARREL-AGED RED

Limited production:

2,760 75 cl bottles

Vintage (year):

2.009

Storage and preservation:

Acclimatized cellar

Presentation:

Troncoconica bottle, in individual case

and 3 bottles

VINEYARD
Type of Grape:

Petit Verdot 100%

Vineyard Age:

10 years

Average Yield:

25 hl / ha

Harvest:

By hand, in 15 kg boxes



TASTING NOTES
Dark granite red color, intense.

Balsamic and fruity bouquet with

notes of thyme and ripe berries. Her

evolution in well-aged French Oak

offers a distinct and personal

character.  Soft on the palate with a

balanced acidity, harmonized with

sweet and flavorful tannins. A wine

to lay down, boasting a bold

concentration of colors, aromas and

flavors. Serve between 16-18o C.

VINIFICATION
Harvested by hand, September 2009

Pre-fermentative maceration at 10-12o C

18-day fermentation between 20-25o C

Malolactic fermentation and further aged

in new French Oak barrels for 14 months.

Fining and Smooth Filtration

Bottled March 2011
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